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Abstract 
Routing is always an important research area in communications networks. For 
instance, the Bellman-Ford Algorithm and the Dijkstra's Algorithm have been 
proven to be successful routing approaches as they are efficient in both time and 
storage complexities for static and stable networks. However, these classical 
methods face great challenges in coping with nowadays applications. Instead of 
being hierarchical and stable, today's networks are ad hoc and dynamic in nature. 
The key characteristics of ad hoc networks are the large number of potential 
participating devices, the mobility of the devices, the time-varying connectivity 
among devices, and with or without fixed infrastructure. These traditional 
proactive routing algorithms impose large overheads in this fast-changing 
environment. The reactive algorithms, for example the flooding method, seem to 
be a possible alternative. However, they generate a large number of messages in 
the route discovery process instead. New routing scheme is thus necessary to adapt 
this situation. 
This thesis generalizes the well-known proactive and reactive techniques of 
routing to define a novel general class of routing algorithms which is named the 
General Routing Algorithm (GRA). A set of conditions, the Routable Condition, is 
then derived such that when a GRA satisfies these conditions, for every distinct pair 
of devices, one can surely forward messages to the other through the routing tables 
constructed by the algorithm. 
iii 
Next, the Clique Routing Algorithm (CRA) is constructed as a specialization of 
the GRA. The CRA itself is originated from the Clique Process which is a 
mathematical function for converting a large graph to a smaller one. The CRA is 
proven to be converging and distributed in nature which are two important 
characteristics for routing algorithms supporting ad hoc network's applications. 
Suggestions on the parameters' setting are also given in the thesis to allow the CRA 
to adapt in different network environments. 
Finally, a series of simulations is provided to compare the performance of the 
CRA, the Bellman-Ford Algorithm and the flooding method in varying network 
conditions. The CRA shows the best performance in these comparisons. The 
















Algorithm, GRA)°接著我們提出了可路由條件(Routable Condition)，當一個 GRA 
符合了這個條件，我們便可保證每一對網路配置元件都能夠透過路由表去互傳 
訊息。因著GRA的涵蓋性質’我們又定義了最大圍路由演算法(Clique Routing 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Man can hardly live alone, neither can computer. Nowadays, personal computers 
are always connected to the Internet because of the enormous amount of resources 
available in other computers such as the informative web servers, the data-storage 
and data-retrieval FTP servers and the mail servers. Standalone computer can 
hardly satisfy people's requirements now. Being able to connect computers and 
other electronic devices as a seamless network has always been dream of people in 
many years. By networking, the devices can share the resources to each other. 
These resources include the raw data, the deduced information, the spare memory 
and even the surplus computation power. However, even the existence of a 
resource in the network is known, it is still not easy to find a path to the other 
devices that contain this resource. Early on, people focused on the design of the 
network architectures to solve this problem. These network architectures are 
specially designed, for example, the ring network (Figure 1.1(a)), the bus network 
(Figure 1.1(b)) and the star network (Figure 1.1(c)). In these structures, the path 
discovery tasks are rather straightforward. In the ring network or in the bus 
network, a device may merely use the broadcast method to locate the specified 
devices, and thus to achieve the goal of path findings. In the star network, a device 
forwards its request to the central device which serves as a hub bridging other 
1 
devices lying in the peripheral of the network. 
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However, the task of path finding becomes much more complicated when the 
number of active devices in a network is increasing. For example, an uncontrolled 
use of flooding may turn into a serious network congestion harming other services 
of the network. Also, the network interface implementation of the devices may not 
strictly follow the design rules of the network architectures. They may not 
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necessarily form a ring, a bus or a star network. This motivated the research of the 
path finding issue in a general network. This is also known as the routing problem. 
In the literatures of the routing problem, a network is abstracted as a graph 
mathematically. With the help of graph theory [1], many algorithms have been 
suggested for the routing problem, and good results in many aspects, such as the 
decentralization of the algorithm and the reductions in computational and memory 
complexities, have been obtained. 
New problem always arises in research. The classical routing algorithms have 
been designed to deal with a stable network having seldom topology changes. In 
the old days, computer was often large in size and fixed in a particular location. 
The cables and the connecting intermediate devices, such as the hubs and the routers, 
changed their orientations and settings infrequently. Now, hand-held equipments 
are popular. Notebook computers, for instance, are often plugged into different 
network locations as users travel. To make the problem more complicated, some 
devices even employ wireless channels to communicate with the network and other 
devices. These channels compared with the traditional cables are temporary, less 
reliable and less responsive. Given such a scenario, the network can no more be 
classified as a stable graph. This kind of network is newly labeled as an ad hoc 
network. 
The ad hoc network has the characteristic of no fixed form of architecture. 
The devices may freely join or leave the network with or without any notification in 
an arbitrary time. The network itself may or may not have any fixed infrastructure 
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such as the routers, the forwarders and the name servers. In the case of no 
infrastructure or not enough infrastructures, the devices in the network may need to 
bear these responsibilities themselves in order to support the normal operations and 
applications of the entire network. Considering the devices, they may not 
necessarily be homogeneous. They may differ in the computation power, the 
communication ability and the processing speed. Thus, the duties coming from the 
network may not share equally and evenly among the devices. Moreover, a basic 
assumption of the connections between the devices in the ad hoc network is that 
these linkages are fragile. In other words, the communications are not reliable. 
Sometimes, the devices may even move which causes the further reduction in the 
quality of the communication channel. Nevertheless, every device must at least 
possess the ability to detect neighboring devices, and has the option to create the 
communication link and whether to join the ad hoc network. 
Applications of the ad hoc networks fall mainly into two categories. The first 
one is temporary network utilities. Examples include a personal Bluetooth wireless 
network [2], a IEEE 802.1 la/b/g network [3] and a Peer-to-Peer network. They 
have a different scale of user community spreading in a varying geometric area. 
But, commonly, they mostly last for a relative short time. The second category is 
network applications that have no time or a limited time to set up the fixed 
infrastructure. This includes the military services and the emergency services. 
This thesis deals with the routing problem in a general ad hoc network. The 
term general is emphasized here because the thesis does not focus on a special type 
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of ad hoc network having special channel property or special device mobility. In 
the coming sections, the graph theory, the classical routing algorithms and some 
wireless ad hoc network routing algorithms will be reviewed in this introduction 
chapter. 
1.1 Graph Theory 
In this section, some general terminologies of the graph theory will be listed. They 
will serve as a good foundation of the discussions in the coming sections and 
chapters. • 
A simple graph G{V,E) is defined by two sets which are the vertex set V and 
the edge set E. The set K is a non-empty finite set which has elements called 
vertices. The set ^ is a finite set which has elements being unordered pairs of the 
elements in the vertex set V and are called edges. For example, the simple graph 
G , ( F , , ) in Figure 1.2 has the vertex set 厂={VpVjV,，”^，”，} and the edge set 
E = {(V|，V3),(V|,V4),(V|,V5)’（V2,V3)，（V2’V4),(V3,V4)’（V3，V5)’（V4’V5)}. Simple graph is 
also called graph for simplicity. 
5 
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Figure 1.2 
G\V\E') is a subgraph of G{V,E) if G\V\E') is a graph and F ' e K 
and E,[ E . The graph G^jy^^E^) in Figure 1.3 is a subgraph of as 





The graph in Figure 1.4 is not a subgraph of G,(F, , £ , ) , though F3 c K,, 
C T 
• c X ^ ^ 
Figure 1.4 
C is a clique of a graph G{V,E) if C is a subgraph of G(V,E) and every 
pairs of distinct vertices in C has an edge in C. Thus, the graph in 
Figure 1.3 is a clique of as ( v , , v j , (VpV;) and (v^,”;）belong to E,. 
Further, C is a maximal clique of a graph G(V,£) if C is a clique of G(V,E) and 
C does not properly contain in other cliques of G(V,E). Obviously, the graph 
£4) in Figure 1.5 is a maximal clique of but the graph 
G2(厂2,五2) is not as it is contained in G^(V^,EJ . 
7 
Figure 1.5 
Two graphs can be combined to form a larger graph. Suppose the two graphs 
are ( 厂 a n d G"(厂"，五"），their union uG^ is a graph with the vertex set 
being V^  u F；, and the edge set being E^^ u E^ .^ Thus, the graph in 




With the definition of union, one can also easily define the intersection of two 
graphs. The graph nG^ is the intersection of and if 
its vertex set is V^  n V^  and its edge set is To satisfy the requirement of 
the simple graph, the vertex set V(丨 nV,) is necessarily non-empty. The graph 
in Figure 1.7 is the intersection of the graph G^iV^^E^) and the graph 
GiQViM 
o ； — — ^ 
Figure 1.7 
The sequence v, "“> v �— v �— v � of the vertex set K is a path in the 
graph G{V,E) if g E for \<i<k , and the path length of the sequence is 
k-l. Hence, v, V3 ^ V2 v^  is a path in with the path length 
equals to 3. 
In the graph G{V,E), yV�,(/) is the /-th neighborhood of the vertex v if 
iV、,（/)c: V where v 茫 N�,{i� and for all elements v’ in "、,（/), there exists a path 
from V to V’ with the path length smaller than or equal to i. The first 
neighborhood of v is also called the neighbors of v and this set is denoted as N�’ for 
simplicity. It should be obvious that, for all vertices v' in the set N、，, (v,v') 
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belongs to E. 
In the following, three properties of a graph are stated. A graph G{V,E) is 
connected if for every distinct pair of vertices in F, there exists a path connecting 
them. For instance, all the sample graphs we encountered before are connected. 
A graph G{V,E) is directed if the edge set E is formed by the ordered pairs of 
vertices. In other words, a directed graph is not a simple graph. As its name 
suggested, the edge in this graph possesses a well-defined direction. A graph 
G{V,E) is weighted if values (often called weights) are assigned to each element in 
the edge set E. A directed, weighted graph is often used to represent a 
communication network, where the directed edge means the possible orientation 
during the communication and the weight means the metric corresponding to the 
cost of the communication link such as the queueing delay. 
For a weighted, connected graph, there always exists a path between the 
vertices v, and v^  with the minimum total weight. The distance function 
d�(v,，V2) returns this smallest weight. 
1.2 Classical Routing Algorithms 
As mentioned earlier, the mission of connecting the devices to form a network is to 
share resources. In order to complete this task, the devices must know methods 
that help them to construct paths for forwarding the communications. Being such 
as a solution, the routing is always a key issue in communications networks. An 
algorithm is a systematic approach to describe these routing solutions. Classically, 
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the routing algorithms can be further classified into two directions. They are the 
proactive routing algorithm and the reactive routing algorithm. 
1.2.1 Proactive Routing Algorithms 
As the name suggested, the proactive routing algorithms start their works before the 
actual forwarding requests coming from the devices arrive. Normally, they do their 
jobs by making the devices to exchange their neighbor information. Using this 
information, the devices can thus construct a table that helps them to make good 
forwarding decisions. . These tables are often known as the routing tables. 
Distance-vector routing [4] and link-state routing [5] are the two main streams of the 
proactive algorithms. 
Distance-vector routing algorithm is also known as the Bellman-Ford 
Algorithm [6][7]. It is because, from the point of view of dynamic programming 
[8], the algorithm can be expressed by the Bellman's equation. Considering the 
network as a graph, let Z)" be the weight of the minimum total-weight path of 
vertex / and vertex /, and let d.. be the weight of the edge connecting i and / if i and 
j are neighbors, otherwise c/.. = oo. 
Then, the weight of the minimum total-weight path for all vertices i and / can 
be found by solving the Bellman's equation: 
D丨丨二 0 for cill i, ( 1 . 1 ) 
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D.. = + Z\.) for i ^ J . (1.2) 
Using the Bellman-Ford Algorithm, an iterative solution on the number of steps, s, is 
given by: 
Z). (5 + l) = 0 for all i, (1.3) 
+ for all I 辛 j , (1.4) 
‘ k 
with the initial conditions 
Z).,(0) = 0 for all i, (1.5) 
Z)".(0) = oo for i ^ j . (1.6) 
Technically speaking, the function D丨人s) is called the distance-vector. It 
returns the weight of the minimum total-weight path from vertex i to vertex / at step 
s. Physically, (1.4) represents the process of exchanging distance-vectors among 
neighbors in the graph. The final routing table can be constructed by selecting the 
right entry in the distance-vector that gives the minimum total-weight for a 
particular destination from the algorithm. The computational complexity of the 
algorithm is 0{N^) where N is the total number of vertices in the graph. The 
algorithm is obviously distributive in nature. 
However, the Bellman-Ford Algorithm has a major weakness. Whenever 
there are inconsistent estimations of the weight of the edges, route loops may appear. 
In the worst case, the problem of counting to infinity happens. When a vertex is 
suddenly unreachable in the network, this information can only be available for its 
first neighbors at the very beginning, and it cannot be known for all vertices 
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instantaneously because time is needed to broadcast this information to a far place. 
Before the information reaches all vertices, unfortunately, a cycle of vertices may 
consider their successive neighbors being the best choice to forward for that 
unreachable vertex. Hence, the routing tables for the network cannot be stabilized 
in this case. Some external means are needed to resolve the problem. 
Another major stream of proactive routing approach is the link-state algorithm. 
Instead of exchanging distance-vectors which represent the most up-to-date details 
of the weight of the paths as in the Bellman-Ford Algorithm, the link-state algorithm 
requests the vertices to gather the information of the estimated weight of the edges 
of the first neighborhood only. This information is called the link-state of the 
vertices. After this collection step, the vertices need to broadcast their link-states 
to all other vertices in the graph. Thus, all vertices can now have a full picture of 
the graph at a particular instance. They can then do the route calculation, with the 
help of graph theory, to construct the minimum total-weight paths. Dijkstra's 
Algorithm [9] is one of the most popular methods for calculating these best paths. 
1.2.2 Reactive Routing Algorithms 
Reactive routing methods, also called the on-demand routing, take a very different 
approach to handle the routing task than the proactive methods. Proactive routing 
algorithms consume a large amount of overhead to maintain routes from every 
distinct pairs of devices at all times. The reactive routing solutions do their tasks 
only until the actual requests of forwarding appear from the devices. Normally, 
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when a request comes, the device uses the flooding method to construct the 
forwarding path. In short, the device firstly broadcast its forwarding request to its 
entire neighbors. The neighbors then, again, broadcast the same request to their 
neighbors except the one sending the message to them. This broadcast process 
continues until the destination is reached. 
To reduce the total number of messages consumed in the actual communication, 
source routing technique may be implemented to provide a single forwarding path 
after the flooding process is completed. In the source routing, the routing process 
is separated into two parts. The first part is still the flooding process which is used 
for the route discovery. In this part, the request device firstly adds its unique 
device index to the header of the broadcast message. The neighbor device 
receiving this broadcast message appends its own index to the same message header 
before the execution of the next broadcast. When the target device obtains the 
broadcast message, it traces the header back to retrieve a reverse path to the request 
device. This starts the second part which is the actual forwarding process in the 
communication. With the same header, a single path is constructed for the 
communication between the source device and the destination device. 
This is called the source routing because the source device, during the second 
part of routing, includes a complete forwarding path in the message's header. The 
intermediate devices then follow the list in the header to forward the message. As 
a result, no maintenance of routing table is needed for each device. 
14 
1.3 Wireless Ad Hoc Routing 
Algorithms 
In recent years, research focus has been placed on the routing algorithms specially 
designed for the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN which is a particular type of ad hoc 
network employing the wireless channels only [10]. These algorithms are often 
derived from the classical work and are targeted to the medium-scale network 
(typically 10-50 devices). Some well-known ones are introduced in the following 
as examples. ‘ 
The Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) [11] routing algorithm is 
a modified distance-vector routing algorithm which implements a sequence number 
mechanism to customize the operations in wireless LAN network, and prevents the 
count to infinity problem in traditional Bellman-Ford Algorithm from happening. 
The Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [12] is source routing algorithm in which every 
device maintains a limited routing table constructed due to the exchanges of 
message in the route discovery process. This routing table can speed up the 
discovery process if the same destination is requested again. To guarantee its 
validity, the table should expire in a very short time interval. The Ad Hoc 
On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [13] routing protocol is a combined algorithm 
of DSDV and DSR. In the route discovery process, it follows the DSR to 
broadcast the forward request until the target device is reached, or some of the 
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intermediate devices have cached the route to the target device. However, the 
AODV tries to maintain the routes it obtained by exchanging sequenced 
distance-vectors, similar to the DSDV's mechanism. The Location-Aided Routing 
(LAR) [14] is a reactive routing algorithm which floods messages only in a limited 
area based on the geographical information it obtained. This geographical 
information is mostly come from the external means such as the GPS. Last but not 
least, the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [15] is a hybrid approach integrating both 
proactive and reacting routing algorithms. In ZRP, the network is divided into 
different zones according to their physical locations. Different zones can have 
different intra-zone routing algorithms while the inter-zone routing algorithm must 
also be defined previously for the routing across zones. According to ZRP, reactive 
approach is used in intra-zone routing algorithm while proactive approach is set for 
inter-zone routing algorithm as devices are more likely to move within zone rather 
than across zones. However, these are just suggestions only. The final 
implementation of algorithms and the setting of zones are left for user to define. 
Some other possible routing approaches may also be found in [16] and [17]. 
It should be obvious that the wireless ad hoc routing algorithm tends to choose 
the reactive approach rather than the proactive one. It is mainly because the 
wireless channels are often band-limited, and thus the channels are scarce resources 
in the network. The proactive technique that consumes the channels a lot for the 
maintenance of the routing tables may not be a good choice in this situation. 
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1.5 Organization of the Thesis 
The organization of the thesis is as follows. In this chapter, the background 
knowledge of the subject has been given. In Chapter 2, a novel general class of 
routing algorithm will be defined, which is a generalization of the classical 
Bellman-Ford Algorithm and the flooding method. This generalization properly 
will be utilized in Chapter 3 to design a special routing algorithm, the Clique 
Routing Algorithm, to cope with the diversity of the ad hoc network characteristics. 
In Chapter 4, simulations and results comparing the Clique Routing Algorithm, the 
Bellman-Ford Algorithm and the flooding method in different network scenarios 
will be given to demonstrate the performance of this special algorithm. Lastly, in 
Chapter 5, a conclusion will be listed as the final statement. 
17 
Chapter 2 
General Routing Algorithm 
In this chapter, two metrics are stated in the beginning as a tool for measuring the 
efficiency of routing algorithms. Next, the classical Bellman-Ford Algorithm will 
be studied again from a different point of view. By extending the Bellman-Ford 
Algorithm from a new perspective, a general class of routing algorithm will be 
defined. By setting different parameters in this general algorithm, algorithms in the 
both the proactive and reactive regions can be successfully defined. Finally, some 
properties of this general algorithm will be discussed as a conclusion. 
2.1 Pre-routing Cost and On-routing 
Cost 
Two costs are essential in the discussion of the efficiency of a routing algorithm. 
They are the pre-routing cost and on-routing cost. In the classical routing 
algorithms, the proactive method spends its overhead in the exchanges of routing 
information and control messages among nodes before the real requests of any path 
for forwarding messages. Computation power and storage of routing tables are 
necessarily at that moment too. This kind of expenditure is called the pre-routing 
cost, or the route-maintenance cost as this price is also related to the maintaining of 
the reliability of the routing paths. On the other hand, on-routing cost is the price 
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one needs to pay after and during the requests of message forwarding. This cost is 
common in reactive routing algorithms. For instance, the consumption of flooding 
messages and the extra delay before the execution of the forwarding action are parts 
of this cost. It is also named the route-discovery cost as its role suggests. 
In addition to the two costs mentioned above, two types of system parameters 
need to be explained. They are the request rate and the topology-changing rate. 
The first one describes the frequency of routing requests by the nodes in the network 
as a whole. The second one measures the frequency of changing of node 
connections due to the link failure or the movement of the nodes or any other 
possible reasons. 
When the request rate is high and the topology-changing rate is low, such as in 
a typical internet environment, the routing algorithm with less on-routing cost is 
preferred obviously. Proactive method is a good choice, and the Bellman-Ford 
Algorithm is one of these examples. However, on the opposite side, when the 
request rate is low and the topology-changing rate is high, different strategy is 
definitely needed. In one such scenario, the nodes move endlessly and quickly, 
every entry in the routing tables become out-dated and useless in a very short time. 
The routing algorithm should minimize its pre-routing cost in order to survive. In 
an extreme case, this cost should be set to zero, and flooding is the only possible 
solution for forwarding messages. Figure 2.1 shows the general picture about the 











A typical ad hoc network is neither always fast-changing nor is it constantly 
receiving high-request rate. Between these two extremes, one needs an algorithm 
that can compromise the pre-rouling cost and the on-routing cost in different 
scenarios. 
2.2 Rewritten Bellman-Ford 
Algorithm 
Before the investigation of the compromised algorithm, the classical approach, the 
Bellman-Ford Algorithm is studied again first. 
To make the discussion simpler and easier to understand, the following 
assumptions are made. The network is treated as an undirected and unweighted 
finite, stable graph with the nodes and the connections of the network being the 
2 0 
vertices and the edges of the graph correspondingly. In other words, all the 
connections among nodes are bi-directional (undirected graph) and the cost metric 
(for example, propagation delay and queueing delay) of all the connections are the 
same (unweighted graph). Though, in the classical description of the 
Bellman-Ford Algorithm, the minimum distance from vertex i to vertex / are shown 
and found, the next hop for forwarding from vertex i to the target vertex / is the 
focus here. The forwarding function for any vertex v is the main concern 
now, and it is defined as: 
. f , V — 2N�., (2.1) 
where / , ( 0 returns the set of neighbor vertices of v such that v can forward to 
these neighbors to reach the target vertex /, or returns empty set if v knows nothing 
about the forwarding action to this target. Also, the exchange of distance-vectors 
among vertices in the Bellman-Ford Algorithm can be interpreted as a process for all 
vertices v to extend their knowledge of the graph. This knowledge is represented 
by the target set T�, for vertex v and the initial setting of T, is {v} which means 
initially the vertex only knows itself in the graph. 
The Bellman-Ford Algorithm can be rewritten as follows: 
Let 
f ] 




广 1 . T'+�— 2乂. with 广‘(0 = 1 人 � . 恤 t e T:’ (2.3) 
where T'*^ represents the set of vertices v known after /+1 steps, and is the 
forwarding function of v at Step /+1. The initial conditions of these variables are: 
7 ; ( � M ’ （2.4) 
and 
f : :T: — 2"�. with f:{v) = <p. (2.5) 
It should be clear that for sufficiently large n, 
T: — V, (2.6) 
and 
/ ; ' " > / , . (2.7) 
The forwarding function f�’ is thus constructed. 
2.3 A Hybrid Algorithm 
The following examples are used to illustrate how the exchange of the 
distance-vectors works to extend the target set T�, in the Bellman-Ford Algorithm. 
Example 2.1 
After undergoing the Bellman-Ford Algorithm, the vertices of the graph 
in Figure 2.2 have the target sets shown in Table 2.1. 
2 2 
V2 ^ ^ 
i i GiiVM 
Figure 2.2 
Table 2.1 
Step 0 Step 1 Step 2 
T� {V,} {V 丨，VyVj .{VpV2,V3,vJ 
T! {v.J {v 丨,V2’V3，VJ {v 丨,V”V3，V4} 
T� W {V2，V3，V4} {V|，V2’V3,V4} 
丁4 {Vj 丨、，〜丨 {V 丨，V2,V3，V4} 
Example 2.2 
Similarly, the vertices of the graph G^iV-^.E^) in Figure 2.3 have the target sets 
represented in Table 2.2. 
2 3 
^ o a 
Figure 2.3 
Table 2.2 
Step 0 Step 1 Step 2 
T� {V|} {V 丨,VyVj} 丨〜V2，V3,V4,V5} 
Tl {^ 2} 彳〜〜V3’V4,V5} 
T� W {VyVpVj {V,’V2，V3，V4,V5} 
K ) {V3,V4’V5} {V,’V2’V3’V4,V5} 
Ts W {VpV,,V5} {V1,V2,V3,V4’VJ 
In Example 2.1, J\ and 7: are equal to K, after Step 1. It would be 
senseless for both v^ and v^  to exchange distance-vectors continuously to v, and 
V3 in Step 2, as 7j and T � w i l l equal to ^ by the contribution of just one of 
them. In Example 2.2, if after Step 1, v丨 does not exchange distance-vectors to its 
neighbors any more, and it chooses to forward all its unknown targets to v,, its 
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forward function can still be constructed but the routing paths may not be minimum 
in terms of the number of hops. 
From these examples, one can observe that the total number of control 
messages (pre-routing cost) for the construction of the forwarding function f�’ can 
be reduced by letting some vertices not to exchange their distance-vectors after some 
steps. However, this minimization process will sometime cause these vertices 
ignorance for some target vertices. This weakness can be reduced by the setting of 
a default route [18] which is a predefined neighboring vertex serving as a default 
forward location when unknown destination is found. For example, v, can be the 
default route of v, if v, does not exchange distance-vectors after Step 1 in 
Example 2.2. However, this setting of default route may badly burden other 
vertices during the actual forwarding action and increase the length of the routing 
paths (on-routing cost). This is a tradeoff on pre-routing cost and on-routing cost. 
By observing the previous two examples, a general class of routing algorithm 
which always uses the exchanges of distance-vectors to extend the target set T�, and 
to construct the forwarding function can finally be defined. This class of 
routing algorithm is named the General Routing Algorithm (GRA). 
Instead of letting all vertices to exchange their distance-vectors to extend the 
target set, in GRA, a subset of vertices is selected after the first exchange of 
distance-vectors. These selected vertices then continue the second exchange only 
with the neighbor vertices remaining in the subset. A subset of this subset of 
vertices is chosen again next. This process of subset selection continues until a 
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predefined number of steps have passed. These selections of subset vary from 
algorithms to algorithms in this general class, and depend on the requirement of the 
consumption of pre-routing cost. The smaller the subset implies the lower the 
pre-routing cost. However, for some vertices that have been stopped for the 
exchanges in an early step, their final target set T�, may not contain all the vertices 
(compare to T�, equals to V in the Bellman-Ford Algorithm), the default routes are 
necessarily needed to provide default forward neighbors when unknown targets 
appear. These settings are, on the other hand, highly related to the on-routing cost. 
Formally, a GRA is defined as follow. 
Definition 2.3 General Routing Algorithm 
An iterative routing algorithm, whose final forwarding function satisfies the 
following construction paradigm, is known as a General Routing Algorithm. 
For every step, i, there is a subgraph, of G'{V',E') such that 
c V , (2.8) 
and 
(2.9) 
For any vertex, v, in J^', let TV�',，T: and J\' denote the neighboring vertex set, the 
target set and the forwarding function of v in G'(V',E') respectively. These sets 
are defined recursively, so that initially, 
G\F\E') = G(F,E), (2.10) 
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N: = N�’, (2.11) 
T : = { v } , (2.12) 
and 
/ 0 : 7 ； 。 — = 於 ， （2.13) 
for all vertices v. Moreover, assuming that these sets are defined for step i, then 
" 广 e F + i } ， （ 2 . 1 4 ) 
f \ 
二 U ^： u厂， （2.15) 
and 
/'.+': 2 乂浙 / : + ' ( / ) = ( 乂 ' ⑴ . • ^ r t e T : 丨 . ( 2 . 1 6 ) 
人 � ’ 人 [{aeAA:UEr:\r；} fort^T： 
The algorithm halts when a stopping condition is reached. This condition 
depends on the algorithm. Let n be the total number of steps the algorithm finally 
has iterated. For vertex v, define r(v) by 
= I”"" . (2.17) 
[k if veV''\ for integer k<n 
r(v) represents the number of steps vertex v participated in the target set 
information exchange. 
The final forwarding function of the algorithm at any vertex, v，is of the form 
| / : � � f o r t . T r (2.18) 
人 ( ） [ D � ’ forteVVC’� 
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where D^, a subset of N�’, defines the forwarding vertices for destinations that are 
still unknown to v after n steps, i.e. the default route of v. The specific definition of 
D�’ depends on the algorithm. 
Note that one can define different GRA's by specifying how the series of 
subgraphs are constructed, how the forwarding set for unknown vertices, D�’, is 
constructed and what is the specified stopping condition. We illustrate this by 
means of the following two examples of GRA's. 
Example 2.4 A GRA with a stopping condition the algorithm terminates after 
2 steps 
In Example 2.1, let 
G'(V\E') = G(V,E). (2.19) 
In the first step, let all vertices remain in the graph so that they can exchange 
distance-vector; no edge is deleted. Thus, 
G\V\E') = G\V\E'). (2.20) 
In the second step, let Vj stop performing the exchange process. Hence, 
V'=V'\{v,}, (2.21) 
and 
^ ' - { ( V p v j , ( v 3 , v j } . (2.22) 
The corresponding result of the sets of neighbor vertices and the target sets are 
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shown in Table 2.3. The final forwarding functions are listed in Table 2.4. 
Table 2.3 
StepO N�’ {VyV,} {v,,v3,v,} { v ^ v j {v , ,�� ’ ” ,} 
T�’ { � � } {v,} {V3} { v j 
Step 1 N�’ {V2，V4} {V,, V3，V4 丨 {Vj，V4} {V,, V,, V3} 
厂 {Vi,V2,V3,V4} {V2,V3,V,} {V,, V,, V3, V,} 
Step 2 N、， {v,} N/A {v,} {VpV�} 
T�’ {V|,V2’V3’V4} N/A {v,,v,,v3,vj {V,,V,,V3,V,} 
Table 2.4 
t f t f 
m ^ r丨 
n V3 V3 
V4 V4 V, 
人⑴ ” 、 八⑴ 
V4 V4 V3 V3 
By studying the forwarding functions, one notes that once v, is removed at Step 2 
from the list of vertices that performs target set exchanging, the routing from v, to 
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V3, and vice versa, are carried through, v^, and can caused traffic congestion at that 
vertex. If the Bellman-Ford Algorithm is applied instead, this traffic load could be 
shared by v? and v^, and therefore might may lead to a more balanced solution. 
But in this case, the pre-routing cost of the Bellman-Ford Algorithm is larger than 
the GRA. 
Example 2.5 A GRA with a stopping condition the algorithm terminates after 3 
steps 
In Example 2.2, let 
• G\V\E') = G{V,E). (2.23) 
In the first step, let all vertices remain in the graph so that they can exchange 
distance-vector; no edge is deleted. Thus, 
G\V\E')^G\V\E'). (2.24) 









Finally, set the default routes as 
D � � = v ” (2.29) 
A , (2.30) 
and 
(2.31) 
The corresponding result of the sets of neighbor vertices and the target sets are 
shown in Table 2.5. The final forwarding functions are listed in Table 2.6. 
Table 2.5 
V3 V4 V5 
StepO N�, {VyV�} {v,,V3} {V2,VJ {Vs,^,，} {v,,v,} 
T二 { v j {V3} {V,} {V3} 
Step 1 N�’ {VyVs} {v 丨,V3} {V2,v；} {V3,V5} {v 丨,V4} 
T�, {v 丨，VyV�} {V3,V4’V5} {VpV,’”，} 
Step 2 K N/A {V3} {VyVj {v，，”。} {v,} 
7； N/A { 、 ， 、 �{ v 丨’ V”V3’ 丨、，〜、 
M K^Vs} v^  
Step 3 N�’ N/A N/A {v,} {V3 丨 N/A 




t f t f t f  
人(0 、 八⑴ 人⑴ 
V3 V, V3 V3 V, V, 
V4 V, V3 V4 V, 
V5 V5 V5 V3 V5 V4 
V2 V3 V, V4 
V3 V3 V3 V4 
A A n n 
Hence, to design a GRA for different environments is equal to fill in different 
subgraphs of G\V\E'') , different default routes D�’ and different 
stopping conditions. As an example, when G'(V',E') is equal to G(V,E) for 
all steps i, and D�’ is a null set for all vertices v, for a GRA with the stopping 
condition being the number of steps equals to the total number of vertices, it is just 
the same as the proactive Bellman-Ford Algorithm. On the other hand, when D, 
is equal to N�’ for all vertices v, the GRA with no iteration has no difference with 
the reactive flooding method. It should be crystal clear that the GRA is a 
generalized method for both algorithms. 
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2.4 Routable Condition 
In this section, some definitions and theorems for the GRA will be discussed. 
Firstly, it would be nice to have a general discussion of how the forwarding 
functions constructed by the GRA work together for the building up of the routing 
paths. 
Definition 2.6 Routable 
For vertices s and t, s is routable to / by a GRA if there exists a path 
s — V| -> Vj ... V/^  — t , such that 
V, (2.32) 
巧+1 e/,,(/) for i = \,2’…,k-\, (2.33) 
and 
(2.34) 
where f�’ is the final forwarding function for vertex v generated by the GRA. 
Theorem 2.7 
For a GRA, vertex 5 is routable to vertex t if / e � where r(5) is the number of 
steps vertex v participated in the target set information exchange. 
Proof: 




By (2.15), there exists a vertex v, which is neighbor of 5 such that 
(2.36) 
and 
叫 : '’ （2.37) 
where k � i s the number of steps in the GRA smaller than T{S) . If A:, < 1, then t 
and V, are either the same vertex or neighbors, and for both cases, contradiction 





0 仏 </:,. (2.40) 
As the original r(5) is finite, the sequence of k. tends to 0 when i is increasing. 
Hence, contradiction must occur, and the proof is completed. 口 
For a GRA, it would be natural to define an all-mutable set V^, where 
V ' = { v e V \ T : ' ' ' = V } . (2.41) 
Recall that r(v) is the maximum number of steps v participated in the target set 
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information exchange in the algorithm. According to Theorem 2.7, V^ has the 
property that, for all vertices v in 厂 , all vertices in V are routable from v by the 
forwarding functions constructed by the GRA, To serve as an example, in the 
Bellman-Ford Algorithm, V^ is equivalent to the whole vertex set V. It is 
because all vertices know how to construct paths to all other vertices. In Example 
2.5, V"^  by that GRA is equal to {v〕，V4} as shown in Table 2.5. 
Definition 2.8 Fully Routable Algorithm 
A GRA is a fully mutable algorithm if for all vertices s and t, s is routable to t. 
Theorem 2.9 
A GRA is fully routable if for all vertices v, , there exists a path 
V, -> v, V3 ... V众 such that . 
e 广， （2.42) 
and 
v,+i e D � , / o r / = l ， 2 ， 3 , … ， ( 2 . 4 3 ) 
where D�’ is the default route of vertex v constructed by the GRA. 
Proof is straightforward and is omitted. 
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Theorem 2.10 
A GRA is fully routable if for all vertices v, , there exists a path 
V, ^ v, ^ V3 ... v^  such that 
k = \ V \ , (2.44) 
v ,+ieZ)� /or /=l，2，3”. . ’� - l ’ (2.45) 
and 
V, V, ；^  V3 (2.46) 
where D�, is the default route of vertex v constructed by the GRA. 
Proof is straightforward and is omitted. 
Though the above two theorems state the sufficient conditions for a fully 
routable algorithm, it is difficult to construct a GRA that can guarantee these 
conditions. In the following, a simpler condition is presented. This will prove to 
be a useful and practical condition for ensuring full routability for GRA's. 
Definition 2.11 Routable Condition 
A GRA satisfying the following set of conditions is said to be satisfying the 
Routable Condition. 
1. For all vertices v, there exists a vertex u e 厂人 such that v e T: for all steps k. 
2. G々（厂�，) is a connected graph for all steps k. 
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3. For all steps k till the stopping condition is reached and all vertices v, e 厂人， 
there exists a path v, -> Vj -> V3 ^ . . . -> v. such that 
(2.47) 
and 
V,,, G D „ / o r / = l , 2 , 3 , . . . , 7 - l , (2.48) 
where Z)、，is the default route of vertex v constructed by the GRA. 
The following lemmas described some basic properties of GRA's satisfying the 
Routable Condition. Firstly, let us define 
V : = { u e V ' \ v e T ^ } . (2.49) 
Lemma 2.12 
For a GRA, if it satisfies the Routable Condition, then, for all vertices v, 




by Condition 1 of the Routable Condition for all vertices v and all steps k. For all 
vertices v and all steps, k, until the stopping condition is reached, assume 
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i r / M 厂”. (2.51) 
The general relationship of the four sets V^, V“i , Ff and is shown in 
Figure 2.4. These four sets are represented in circles. Be noted that to help the 




Let A丨.=1 S. I for i from 1 to 6. It should be easy to see that A^=0. Obviously, 
4 2 0 and > 0 . Hence, one can obtain A^  . If /I, = 0 , then 
because of (2.51), + In other words, there exists a vertex u in 
such that u has no information of vertex v in its target set after k steps of exchanges. 
Then, as Condition 2 of the Routable Condition and (2.15) implying there must exist 
target set information exchanges among neighbors, A^  ^ 0 . Thus, A, + A^  > A^  
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which is equivalent to say, Aj + A^  + A^  > A^  + A^. In terms of the sets, 
0 到厂“1 卜 I 厂广i|<| 厂 ” ( 2 . 5 2 ) 
The proof is completed. • 
Lemma 2.13 
For a GRA with a stopping condition c if it satisfies the Routable Condition, 
the algorithm is guaranteed to halt. 
Proof: 
Let m be the total number of vertices. Because of the definition of the GRA, for all 
vertices v, 
\V' \=\V\=m, (2.53) 
and 
1 0 = 1 . (2.54) 
Thus, 
(2.55) 
By Lemma 2.12，the sequence | 厂人’| - 1 厂/ | is strictly decreasing and bounded by 0 
when k increases where the initial value of the sequence is m - 1. Therefore, there 
exists an integer, k, such that for all vertices v, 
(2.56) 
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Hence, for all vertices u e V \ 
T: = V, (2.57) 
that is 
V' a V ' . (2.58) 
As a result, the stopping condition is guaranteed possible. • 
Theorem 2.14 
For a GRA with a stopping condition 厂"e F ' ' , if it satisfies the Routable Condition, 
it is guaranteed to halt and fully routable. 
Proof: 
By Lemma 2.13, the GRA is guaranteed to halt at a step k. To prove the GRA is 
fully routable, first of all, the vertex set V is separated into k disjoint sets. They are 
V'\V\ V'\V\ V'\V\ and V �F o r all vertices veV', 
VG also. Thus, all vertices in V are routable from them. For all vertices 
u � e V “ \ V'', because of Condition 3 of the Routable Condition, there exists a path 
u �— U2 — Uj — ... — uj such that 
Uj e V'' cF」， (2.59) 
and 
",+1 e Du, for /=l’2,3”..’y — 1， (2.60) 
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where D" is the default route of vertex u constructed the GRA. Hence, all 
vertices in Fare routable from them. 
Assume for all vertices in V" , all vertices in F are routable from them, 
for some 0 < p <k . Let 
(2.61) 
again because of Condition 3 of the Routable Condition, there exists a path 
w, -> Wj —> ... -> w. such that 
w,. e K " ’ (2.62) 
and 
w+i /or/=l’2，3,...,./ — l . (2.63) 
where D��’ is the default route of vertex w constructed by the GRA. Hence, by the 
induction hypothesis, all vertices in Fare routable from the vertices in 厂 a g a i n . 
Therefore, by mathematical induction, for a GRA with a stopping condition 
c if it satisfies the Routable Condition, it is fully routable. 口 
Up to now, one may use the Routable Condition to construct a GRA which is 
fully routable. The centralized algorithm, Simple Routing Algorithm (SRA), is an 
example to illustrate it. 
Definition 2.15 Simple Routing Algorithm 
Simple Routing Algorithm is a GRA with a stopping condition c such that 
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for every step, i, a subgraph, , of G'(V',E') is selected which 
satisfies 
1. For every vertices veV \ F'^', there must exist a vertex ii e V'^' such that 
ueN：,. 
2. G'+i , E丨) is a connected graph. 
For vertices veV'\ 厂‘+', set its default route D�’ = {ueNi\ue F ' " '} . 
We will show that the SRA is guaranteed to halt and fully routable in the 
following theorem. • 
Lemma 2.16 
SRA satisfies the Routable Condition. 
Proof: 
For Condition 1 of the Routable Condition, at Step 0, it is trivially true. 
Considering any vertex veV, assume the proposition is true for Step i. In other 
words, there exists a vertex u g V' such that v e 7；/. At Step /+1, if the vertex 
u e K'+i, the proposition is true again. Otherwise, if u 茫 V…，by Condition 1 of 
the definition of SRA, there exists a vertex wg F'"" such that w e N^. Thus, by 
(2.15) of the definition of GRA, v € T'J^ , and the proposition holds. Hence, by 
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mathematical induction, the SRA satisfies Condition 1 of the Routable Condition. 
Condition 2 is guaranteed by Condition 2 of the SRA. Again, Condition 3 is 
fulfilled by the selection of the default route D�’ in SRA. Hence, SRA satisfies 
the Routable Condition. • 
Theorem 2.17 
A SRA is guaranteed to halt and fully routable. 
Proof: 
By Theorem 2.14 and Lemma 2.16, it is obvious. • 
It should be easy to see that for the stopping condition of the SRA listed above, 
a single vertex can hardly figure it out and determine in a distributed way. Thus, 
the SRA by itself must be a centralized algorithm. 
2.5 A Better Algorithm? 
To conclude, the GRA is defined in this chapter, and the Routable Condition is given 
as a guideline for the construction of a fully routable algorithm. However, this 
guideline is far from enough. It cannot tell one how to design an algorithm that 
suits different environments with different constraints on pre-routing cost and 
on-routing cost. Generally speaking, the design of an algorithm is equivalent to 
how to define a subgraph of G'(V',E'), and how to find a good 
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default route D�’ for all vertices v. The first one can be interpreted as the number 
of control messages consumed during the exchanges of distance-vectors which is a 
great part of pre-routing cost. At the same time, the second one is the degree of 
flooding when unknown destination exists which contributes a lot in on-routing cost. 
One should also notice that for an algorithm to be implemented in an ad hoc 
network, it must be a distributed solution such that every vertex can execute it 
t 
independently. These are the three challenges in the design of an algorithm for an 
ad hoc network. 
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Chapter 3 
Clique Routing Algorithm 
Without going straight to a discussion of the routing algorithm, this chapter starts 
with a discussion of a relevant mathematical tool一the Clique Process. By 
studying the properties of this tool, one may extend it to construct a distributed 
routing algorithm for an ad hoc network. Some alternative of the parameters of 
this algorithm will be mentioned at the end of this chapter to show the adaptability 
of the algorithm in different environments. 
3.1 Clique Process 
In this and the coming chapters, for any graph G{V,E), the graph is assumed 
connected and the vertex set V is assumed ordered. In other words, one can find a 
metric to compare two vertices in V, and, by this metric, conclude which vertex is 
smaller. This assumption is realistic in real ad hoc network as nodes are often 
assigned a unique index or a unique key which is usually a number, and it is thus 
ordered. For simplicity, the vertex is also represented by its index now. 
With this ordered assumption, the operator min and the corresponding Clique 
Process are defined in the following. 
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Definition 3.1 miii operator 
For any graph E), let v be a vertex in the ordered set V. Then, 
min G = min v. (3.1) 
veV 
Definition 3.2 Clique Process 
Clique Process is a mapping from a graph G{V,E) to another graph G\V\E') 
where, 
v e r , (3.2) 
if and only if 
v = m i n C , (3.3) 
for some C being a maximal clique of G(F, E). 
And, 
(3.4) 
if and only if 
V丨=minC|, (3.5) 
and 
v, = min C , (3.6) 
where C, and C! are maximal cliques of G{V,E) such that, 
q 〜 ， （3.7) 
and 
Q n C ^ ^ ^ . (3.8) 
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The Clique Process is denoted as ( . In notation, 
G \ V \ E ^ ) = a G { V , E ) ) , (3.9) 
and, for simplicity, the following notations are also used 
G' = a G ) , (3.10) 
y'=C(n, (3.11) 
and 
E, = C ( E � . (3.12) 
The following terminologies are introduced for ease of the later discussion. In 
(3.5) and (3.6), v, and v, are labeled as the leaders of C, and C � i n the graph 
G{V,E) respectively, and those vertices in C, nC] are called the gateways for v, 
and Vj. A gateway is serving at least two maximal cliques and it must be a 
member vertex of these cliques. One should be careful that a leader itself can also 
be a gateway by definition. 
It would be worth mention that this thesis is not the first publication using the 
concept of Clique Process. Similar idea could be found in [19]. Interested reader 
may get it for further reference. The following example shows how the Clique 
Process works. 
Example 3.3 
In this example, the graph constructed by applying the Clique Process to the graph 
in Figure 3.1 is shown. Firstly, it is assumed that v, < Vj < V3 < v^  < v^. 
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In Figure 3.1, v,, V3, v^, V5 and v, , V3，v^ form two maximal cliques of 
，w h e r e v丨 and v, are the smallest vertices in the two cliques 
respectively. After undergoing the Clique Process, is mapped to 
as shown in Figure 3.2, where v, and v, are connected as neighbors. 
In symbol, 




The vertices v, and v^  are the two leaders of , and V3 and v^  serve 
as their gateways. 
膝 







This section discusses two properties of the Clique Process. They are the convergent 
property and the distance property. 
It can be easily observed that one can recursively apply the Clique Process to a 
graph many times. For instance, if the Clique Process is applied to the graph 
G^(V^,E^) in Figure 3.1 recursively twice, the resultant graph is shown in Figure 3.3, 
which itself is a single-vertex graph, and this final graph is equivalent to a graph by 
applying the Clique Process to the graph in Figure 3.2 one time. Thus, 









V V J 
k times 
and 
C { E ) = a a - C i E ) . . . ) ) . (3.19) 
“ V ‘ 
k limes 
For completeness, denote 
C\G) = G, (3.20) 
= (3.21) 
and 
C\E) = E. (3.22) 
From the previous derivation, the Clique Process can be treated as a tool to 
convert a large graph to a small graph. In the sample graph ) , there is 
only one remaining vertex after two steps. It would be natural to ask the question 
whether this convergent property holds true for any graph. In other words, for any 
graph G{V,E), is it possible to find some integer k such that d^^V) contains only 
one element? The following theorem answers this problem. 
Theorem 3.4 
The Clique Process always converges for all finite connected graph G(V,E). 
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Proof: 
It should be obvious that for all finite graph G(V, E)， 
(3.23) 
It can be shown that unless 
i n = l ’ (3.24) 
otherwise 
a n c K , (3.25) 
and they must not be equal. Assume there exists a graph G{V, E), such that 
I n关 1, and 
. a V ) = V. (3.26) 
Let 
v , e V , (3.27) 
where 
V, = min G , (3.28) 
and 
V丨=minC,’ (3.29) 
for some maximal clique C, in G{V,E). Because of (3.26), there always exists a 
vertex v, in G{V,E) where 
、巨 N � � , (3.30) 
v2>v, , (3.31) 
and 
Vj = min C j , (3.32) 
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for some maximal clique C^ in G{V,E) . By extending this neighboring 
relationship, there exists a vertex v. where 
V, G N^, , (3.33) 
‘ '/-I 
V, > V,_,  (3.34) 
and 
V. = mill C., (3.35) 
for some maximal clique C. in G{V,E). However, as V is finite, it is not 
possible to do infinite number of steps. Therefore, the claim is true, and the Clique 
Process converges for all finite connected graph G{V,E). • 
Due to this convergent property, by recursively applying the Clique Process, 
one can surely obtain a series of converging graphs. Now, the distance property of 
the Clique Process will be mentioned. After understanding this property, and with 
the help of the convergent property, one can use it to discuss the ability and the 
efficiency to perform the Clique Process in a distributed way in the next section. 
The distance property of the Clique Process is covered in the following. 
Lemma 3.5 
Assumes a finite connected graph G{V,E) has applied the Clique Process k times. 
For all vertices v, and v， in (厂)’if 
(々(；)(、，• 1, (3.36) 
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then 
" 广 丨 ( 3 . 3 7 ) 
for any positive k. 
Proof: 
Equation (3.36) implies that 
(3.38) 
By (3.5) and (3.6), 
. V, = min C,, (3.39) 
a n d 
v, = min C , (3.40) 
where C丨 and C: are maximal cliques of 广丨((?），and 
Q n C , ^ ^ . (3.41) 
Thus, there exists a vertex u i n ( G ) , and 
u e q n Q . (3.42) 
Hence, the path v, exists in , and, in other words, 
V 丨 ( C ) ( 仏 • 
Theorem 3.6 
Assume a finite connected graph G{V,E) has applied the Clique Process k times. 
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For all vertices v, and v^  in (厂），if 
"(�c)(VpV2) 二1’ （3.43) 
then 
(3.44) 
for any /c > 0 . 
Proof: 
It is obviously true for the case k = Q. Assume it is also true when k is equal to 
some interger p. When = p +1, for all vertices v, and v, in ("'(厂）where 
V 丨 ⑷ ( � + l ， (3-45) 
by Lemma 3.5, 
"作 ) ( V i , V 2 : H (3.46) 
Thus, there exists a vertex u i n � ' ) ( V ) such that the path v, -> w ^ v, exists, and 
�(c)(v”"）= l ’ (3.47) 
and 
… , ( 3 . 4 8 ) 






d ^ ( v , d ^ { u , V,) (3.51) 
< 2 " ( 3 . 5 2 ) 
= 2 — . (3.53) 
By mathematical induction, the claim is true. • 
3.3 Decentralized Construction of 
the Clique Process 
For vertices u, v and w in the graph GiV,E), they form a clique (it is equivalent to 
say it is a triangle) if and only if all the pairs (w’v), (v,w) and {w,u) belongs to E. 
Thus, it should be clear that in order for v to be aware of this clique in a distributed 
setup, V must know the existence of the neighbors u and w, and, with the same 
importance, it must also know the fact that u and w are neighbors of each other. In 
general, a vertex v can know the maximal cliques it belongs to if and only if it 
knows all its neighbors and all its neighbors' neighbors. That is, v must at least 
know its entire second neighborhood. In a distributed setup, this information can 
only come from the exchanges of the known set K�’ among neighbors, where the 
known set represents the neighborhood vertex v knows at that moment. To find out 
the efficiency of this clique discovery process, it would be helpful to have a general 
discussion on the rate of propagation of the known set. 
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Before the discussion, it is necessary to state the assumptions used. For any 
graph G{V,E), all vertices v is assumed to store a copy of its known set with the 
initial setting K ,^ = {v| • Also, in every time slot, a vertex can exchange its known 
set will all its neighbors once and only once synchronously. 
Theorem 3.7 
For all vertices v, and v,, if 
" 机 V2) = "， (3.54) 
then after k time slots, the followings hold true: 
V, e Kvi， (3.55) 
and 
V2 e K��, (3.56) 
for all non-negative integer k. 
Proof: 
It should be obviously true when k is equal to 0. Assume it is also true when 
k = p for some positive integer p. When k = p + \, that is 
=厂+ 1- (3.57) 
There exists a path v, w w-> . . . ^ v, where the length of this path is exactly 
p + \. As a result, the path w ^ v, has the length p, and 
= p. (3.58) 
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By the induction hypothesis, 
v^ eA：", (3.59) 
after p time slots. Hence, after one more time slot that is at the p +1 time slot, 
v ^ e � . (3.60) 
It should be straight forward and simple to prove the reserve is also true. Therefore, 
by mathematical induction, the statement is true for all non-negative k. • 
Thus, for vertex v, if the initial known set is equal to {v} and for all vertices u 
in the second neighborhood of v, then, 
da{v ,u)<2, (3.61) 
and by Theorem 3.7, it takes at most 2 time slots for 
UGK、’. (3.62) 
Hence, v can determine the maximal cliques it belongs to by two time slots from the 
previous derivation. And, as the min operator is well-defined, v can conclude 
whether itself in (^(V) or not. 
In order to further determine its existence in a vertex v in c^{V) will, 
again, need to know its second neighborhood in ^ (G) . As it knows nothing about 
the neighbors in (^{G), K^, is reset to {v} again. Firstly, it needs to search for 
its neighbors in ^{G). This can simply be done by announcing its leader's status 
accompanying with the messages of the exchanges of the known set through its 
neighbors in G(V,E). After knowing the neighbors, it will need to wait for the 
information of its second neighbors in ( ( G ) through the first neighbors. As a 
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result, its existence in (2()7) can be shown. The vertex may recursively apply 
this method to prove its existence in i^^(V) in a distributed way. This method is 
called the leader-announcement scheme. The following theorem will state the 
efficiency of this scheme to perform the Clique Process as a distributed setup. 
Theorem 3.8 
For any graph G(V, E), a vertex v can conclude whether it belongs to (V) after 
at most 2(2'' - 1 ) time slots if the leader-announcement scheme is applied for 
integer k >0. 
Proof: 
Assume the vertex v already knows that it is in the set . As the 
leader-announcement is used, v needs to gather the information of its entire second 
neighborhood in 广丨(G). Let u in one of v's second neighborhoods. Then, 
^/f,(c)(v，M<2. (3.63) 
By Theorem 3.6, this implies 
(3.64) 
: 2 � (3.65) 
Thus, by Theorem 3.7, v takes at most more time slots for u e K�., and 
conclude that it is in the set ( "厂） . A s a whole, v can conclude that it belongs to 
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k 
C'iF) by at most 2 + =2(2'-I) time slots. • 
i=2 
On the other hand, a vertex in ^(K) may know its first neighbors in (^{G) 
directly by the information from its gateways. After knowing the first neighbors, it 
can, again, wait for the information of its second neighbors in from the first 
neighbors. Thus, its existence in (^"(F) can be proven similarly. This method is 
called the gateway-announcement scheme. The following theorem will state the 
efficiency of this scheme to perform the Clique Process as a distributed setup. 
Theorem 3.9 
For any graph G{V,E), a vertex v can conclude whether it belongs to after 
at most 3(2'''"')-1 time slots if the gateway-announcement scheme is applied for 
integer /c > 0 . 
Proof: 
Assume the vertex v already knows that it is in the set (“、厂） .Le t w be a first 
neighbor of v in 广、(G) and w be a vertex serving as a gateway for both v and vv in 
Also let 5 be a first neighbor of w in , that is s is the second 
neighbor of v in 广丨(G). The relationship of these vertices is shown in Figure 
3.4. 
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Edges in the order of the Clique Process 
Figure 3.4 
As the gateway-announcement scheme is used, v knows its first neighbors in 
through the gaiteways, such as u, which are also v's first neighbors in 
C~\G). Then, as 
(V-V)(v,iO<l， (3.66) 
by Theorem 3.6, this implies 
d ^ { y , u ) < 2 ' - \ (3.67) 
Thus, by Theorem 3.7, it takes at most time slots for w e K^., and v to 
determine its first neighbors in 广、(G). In the same 2 '^"" time slots, w can also 
know its first neighbors, such as 5, in (々 —'（G) in a parallel fashion. Thus, after 
these time slots, 
seK^^,. (3.68) 
Next, V needs to know its second neighbors through its first neighbors. Then, as 
(/(H ( �( v ’ w ) = l , (3.69) 
6 0 
by Theorem 3.6, this implies 
(3.70) 
As (3.68), by Theorem 3.7, it takes at most time slots more for s e K^. As a 
whole, V can conclude that it belongs to (厂） by at most 
2 + 1 ( 2 " + 2 " ) = 3(2'-') - 1 time slots. • 
/=2 
It should be obvious that 3(2"一丨）-l is smaller than 2(2*-1) for all positive 
integer k greater than 1. Hence, in terms of the number of time slots taken, the 
gateway-announcement scheme is more efficient than the leader-announcement 
scheme. However, when one considers the scheme to be employed for the 
distributed Clique Process, the extra burden on the gateways should also be taken 
into account. 
3.4 Construction of a Clique 
Process Based GRA 
Extending the Clique Process to make it as a backbone for a new routing algorithm 
should sound a good choice. It is because the convergent property of the Clique 
Process provides a series of graphs which can be served as a guideline for the 
selection of subgraphs in the steps of a GRA, and the distributed method deciding 
the vertices that stay behind after the Clique Process provides hint for the 
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construction of a rather distributed routing algorithm. 
However, in order to make the final algorithm fully routable, the Routable 
Condition is necessarily satisfied. To guarantee Condition 2, the subgraphs 
selected in the steps of the routing algorithm are always connected graphs. Some 
vertices are needed to connect the leader vertices prepared by the Clique Process. 
This is obviously the duty of the gateways. To complete this task, a path graph 
/^(VpV,) for some vertices v, and v, is defined as follow. 
Definition 3.10 Path Graph 
For all vertices v, and V2 in the graph G{V,E), if 
{ y „ v , ) e C { E ) , (3.71) 
for some non-negation integer k, define the path graph in a recursive 
manner. When k = Q ’ that is 
(V 丨,V2)e£, (3.72) 
define 




厂 = {(v,,V2)}. (3.75) 
In other words, P(v,, v^) is a simple line graph of v, and v, in this case. For 
other positive k, if , v?) is not defined previously, recursively define 
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P{V,,V,) = P{V,,u)KJP{V„U), (3.76) 
where 
u = min(C, n C , ) , (3.77) 
such that 
V, = min C,, (3.78) 
and 
v, = min C , , (3.79) 
for some C丨 and C, being maximal cliques in 丨 (G) . 戶(v,,”�）is 
well-defined as (3.77) is guaranteed by (3.8), and P(v,,w) and can be 
constructed recursively because of the initial path graphs. 
Example 3.11 
This example will construct of the graph GjC厂2，五2) in Figure 3.2. In 
Figure 3.1, 
V3 = m i n ( C , n C 2 ) , (3.80) 
where C, and C^ are the maximal cliques constructed by v,, V3, v^, Vj and 
V2，V3, V4，respectively. Thus, 
= (3.81) 
As 




and are line graphs only. The final graph is shown in Figure 
3.5. 
m，V2) 
Vl V3 V2 
Figure 3.5 
It should be clear that, from the definition of the path graph, for some 
non-negative integer k, the vertices v, and v, in if they are neighbors in 
C''{G), by the procedure for constructing the path graph, the edge (VpVj) is 
expanded by the gateway in . Again, the edge connecting this gateway 
and V, together with the edge connecting this gateway and v, will be expanded by 
another gateways in . Recursively, the edge is converted finally into the 
path graph PCv^v,). 
Let Sk (G) be the union of these path graphs in (^人（g) . That is, 





and Sk (G) is a possible choice of the selected subgraph in the routing algorithm as 
it is always connected. One should notice that the vertices in 厂）play a 
leading role compared to other vertices in the subgraph. 
Now, it will be nice to introduce a new routing algorithm based on the 
extension of the Clique Process. It is called the Clique Routing Algorithm (CRA). 
Definition 3.12 Clique Routing Algorithm 
Clique Routing Algorithm is a GRA with a stopping condition V' For 
every step, i, the selection of the subgraph satisfies G'(V',E') = S''{G) where 
- 1 < / < - 1 . Considering the default route, if a vertex v belongs to the 
vertex set of S ' i G ) but not that of , and v ^ ( ； ' { ¥ ) , then set its default 
route D^ = I J , where VpV? g C\V) and veP{v,,v,) . On 
V 卜 1'2 
the other hand, if v g ^ ^ ( K ) , set its default route D^ , where 
II 
u = min C for some maximal clique C in ；乂 ( � and v i s a member vertex of C. 
In the following, we will show that the CRA satisfies the Routable Condition. 
Condition 2 is obviously guaranteed by the previous discussion of . The 
definition of the CRA implies that every (G) serves as a subgraph in the GRA 
for steps of target set exchanges. The relationship of the step and the selected 
subgraph is shown in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 
4 terms terms 
A A 
( ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ( \ 
Step 0 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 ... Step 6 ... Step ... Step ... 
2 ' - l 2“丨-2 
S\G) S\G) S\G) S\G) ... S\G) ... S'iG) ... S'{G)... 
These steps of exchanges before the update of subgraph from S''{G) to 
6"�+丨（G) are necessary for the guarantee of Condition 1. In order to satisfy 
Condition 1, the old subgraph created by S ^ G ) can be changed to the new one 
created by 广丨（G) if and only if all the elements, at the time the old subgraph 
constructed, in the target set T] of vertex u are copied to the target set T�, of vertex 
V, where 
v = minC， (3.86) 
for some maximal clique C i n � “( G ) , and w is a member vertex of C. 
Thus, in general, the update of S''(G) to 广丨(G) can be continued if and 
only if, for all vertices t at the time S'' (G) is constructed, 
r e 7；, (3.87) 
t � (3.88) 
now, where v, and v, are neighbors in (^^(G). By Theorem 3.6, when 
= (3.89) 
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" a ( v , , V 2 ) U � (3.90) 
It takes at most 2 � time slots for the exchanges of target sets to be completed. 
Thus, needs to wait for at most steps before it can be updated to 
. Hence, the setting of the CRA guarantees this, and CRA satisfies 
Condition 1. 
One needs to have a careful design of the default route of the vertices to 
guarantee the Condition 3. In the CRA, for a vertex v belongs to the vertex set of 
S'iG) but not that of S'^'iG), and v ^ ^ ' ( F ) , the 2' steps before the updating 
of S ^ G ) are enough for the exchanges of the target set of v to include v, and v, 
where and v e P{v„v,) . Hence, and are 
well-defined. Simply speaking, if v is not a leader vertex in the setting of 
its default route is towards the leader vertices in On the other hand, if 
V e " (F)，the same steps are enough for the exchanges of the target set of v to 
include u where u = min C for some maximal clique C in (G) and v is a 
member vertex of C. Again, /„;("')(w) is well-defined. It should be obvious that 
w is a vertex in the new subgraph . In other words, as a leader vertex in 
C' '(G), the setting of the default route of v in the CRA is towards the set of leader 
vertices in (^^^'(G). Combine the above two arguments, one should be able to 
conclude that the setting of the default route in the CRA satisfies Condition 3. 
Hence, the CRA satisfies the Routable Condition. 
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3.5 Other Alternatives 
This section will discuss four alternatives in the design of the CRA to adapt different 
scenarios of ad hoc networks. Firstly, it is about the min metric given in Definition 
3.1. Instead of just sorting the index of the nodes, one may create a mobility index 
as part of the metric for comparing the nodes. The smaller the mobility of the 
nodes gives the lower the value of this index. Thus, a node is small by this metric 
means the node moves slightly. With this new metric, steady nodes tend to stay 
longer in the steps of selecting subgraphs in the CRA. This gives a stable structure 
for the actual routing tasks to take place. 
Secondly, one may consider to have a min operator that provides more than one 
nodes. In this way, more than one leaders can be selected for each maximal cliques. 
Hence, more nodes stay in the later steps of the CRA. This is a preferred choice 
for a network that has a low topology-changing rate. The pre-costing is increased 
but it is compensated by a decrease in the on-routing cost because better routing 
paths could be provided. One should be aware that when all nodes are selected in 
the subgraphs, CRA has only a slight difference with the Bellman-Ford Algorithm. 
Not only the number of leaders can be raised for each maximal cliques, one 
may also consider to have more than one gateways. This increase in the number of 
gateways has a similar effect as the increase in the number of leaders. However, 
more gateways give more redundancy during the exchanges of target sets of the 
leader vertices in the subgraphs. This can guarantee there are gateways for the 
exchanges to operate; even one of the gateways is non-responding. 
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Finally, as the exchange messages of known set and target set of the nodes have 
no essential difference, one may consider combining the process of clique discovery 
and the extension of target set for building forwarding function together. This can 
save the number of extra control messages needed in the exchanges of known set in 
the clique discovery process. However, one needs to pay special attention on the 
number of time slots for the subgraphs to update, as more time slots are required for 
the clique discovery process than the forward functions building task. One can 
choose to use the number of time slots needed for leader-announcement scheme or 
the number of time slots needed for gateway-announcement scheme for the update 
of subgraphs depending on the distributed Clique Process applied. 
This marks the end of this chapter. One should be aware that both the CRA 
and the Bellman-Ford Algorithm are specializations of the GRA. However, the 
complexity of the two algorithms is quite different. The Bellman-Ford Algorithm 
is simple in nature. Its complexity due to the exchanges of the distance-vector is 
well-known to be 0{N^) for simple implementation in a stable network where N is 
the total number of devices. In terms of the number of messages exchanged, the 
complexity of the CRA is nearly the same as the Bellman-Ford Algorithm which is a 
polynomial of N. On the other hand, for the CRA, most of the complexity comes 
from the runtime clique formation process which is a NP-hard problem. Heuristic 
method [20] may be employed in this area to reduce this complexity. We will go 
through some simulations in the coming chapter to see the practical concerns of 
these two algorithms. 
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Chapter 4 
Simulations and Results 
Simulation results are presented in this chapter to compare the performance of the 
CRA, the Bellman-Ford Algorithm and the flooding method in different network 
scenarios. In these simulations, devices, for example the computers, the notebooks 
and the Bluetooth devices, are supposed to be placed in a square platform. The 
pre-routing cost needed for the construction of the routing tables is measured. To 
count the on-routing cost, packet traffic patterns are loaded into these devices. 
Also, as the devices may be stationary or moving in an ad hoc network, it is 
necessary to calculate the reliability of the forwarding functions constructed by the 
algorithms whenever there are any changes in the topology. The number of 
messages consumed is the metric for the pre-routing costs and on-routing costs. 
The probability of obtaining a successful route is the measurement of the reliability 
of the routing algorithms. 
4.1 Models and Assumptions 
Matlab is the software platform we choose to model the simulation environments. 
Devices are modeled as nodes placed in a square area with dimension ranging from 
30 units to 60 units in different simulation cases. There are 100 nodes in every 
simulation scenario where each node has assigned a unique index counting from 1 to 
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100. In the simulation area, these nodes are placed either randomly or in a 
well-defined group structure. The concept of group is used to model the situation 
when the nodes are intentionally placed in a compact place because of the function 
they perform in the network. For instance, devices equipped by a team of firemen 
can be considered as a group in an emergency service network. The nodes' sizes 
are assumed to be negligible when compared with the size of the platform. Thus, 
we assume there is no collision of nodes in the simulations. In order to model the 
free topology of an ad hoc network, a node can directly communicate with and make 
connection to all other nodes that are separated from it with a distance less than 10 
units. This neighboring relationship changes when there is a node movement, 
which is of fixed step size and in a random direction. When the nodes move, they 
may be even located outside the pre-defined area of the platform. In this case, the 
boundary of the platform is assumed to be temporary extended to cover all the 
devices and the neighbor relationships are also valid. 
Considering the implementation of the algorithms, to ease the counting of the 
pre-routing cost, every node is assumed to know the total number of nodes used in 
the simulations. Hence, for the Bellman-Ford Algorithm, in the simulations for 
calculatiiig the pre-routing cost, a node stops exchanging its distance-vector 1 step 
after its target set is equal to the whole vertex set. In the CRA, the unique index of 
each node is used to determine the leader of the clique in every step. To guarantee 
a fair comparison, the CRA does not stop when the target set of all nodes is equal to 
the whole vertex set. The algorithm continues until the exchanging of 
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distance-vectors in the S'々 （G) subgraph has been completed where S''{G) is the 
union of the path graphs in (^''(G), and G{V,E) is the graph representing the 
arrangement of the nodes in the simulation. We need to have the smallest k that 
ensures the CRA is fully-routable in all simulation cases. After a careful 
investigation, we have found that when k is equal to 3, it is guaranteed possible. 
Thus, k is set to 3 for all cases. It should be noted that the messages for the clique 
discovery process is combined with the messages for exchanging distance-vector, 
and counted as only single messages in our CRA implementation. 
Considering the on-routing issue, sequence number is applied in the forward 
messages in all three algorithms. In the CRA, it prevents the routing loop from 
appearing due to the setting of the default route in the neighboring nodes. In the 
flooding method, it prevents broadcasting the same forwarding messages more than 
one time. In order to model different network scenarios, the number of forwarding 
messages is counted in two different ways in the flooding method. To broadcast to 
all neighbors, it may be counted as either one message (model the wireless situation) 
or the number of neighbors minus one (model the wired situation). Minus one is 
necessary as the broadcast message should not be forwarded back to the node which 
originally forwards the message. Finally, it is assumed that no geographical 
information is available to assist the nodes to make the forwarding decisions. 
4.2 Results 
In every simulation scenario, 30 samples are generated and the results are the 
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average values of all these samples. 
4.2.1 Pre-routing Cost 
The number of messages consumed in the construction of the routing tables is the 
metric we used to measure the pre-routing cost in this section. 
Figure 4.1 shows the comparison of the CRA and the Bellman-Ford Algorithm 
in the pre-routing cost when the platform area size is changing from 30 units x 30 
units to 60 units x 60 units. The nodes are randomly distributed in the platform in 
these simulations. In the figure, it should be obvious that the number of messages 
used by the CRA is smaller than the one used by the Bellman-Ford Algorithm in all 
cases. It fulfills the result predicted from the theory as the number of nodes in the 
subgraphs employed by the CRA is always less than the number of nodes in the 
entire graph used by the Bellman-Ford Algorithm, and thus the number of messages 
consumed in the exchange of distance-vectors is smaller. When the area size 
increases, both values decrease. For the CRA, it is because when the area size is 
increasing, the density of the nodes is, on the other hand, decreasing and 
consequently cliques are less likely to be formed by the nodes. Hence, smaller 
number of nodes is left after every clique process. As a result, the measurement is 
dropping. The reduction in density also helps the Bellman-Ford Algorithm in the 
pre-routing cost. 
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Instead of randomly distribute the nodes, another set of simulation is prepared 
in which the nodes are placed as groups in the platform. In these simulations, the 
dimension of the platform area is kept in 50 units x 50 units. Nodes are divided 
into 10 groups where Group 1 has the node with the index 1, Group 2 has the node 
with the index 2, and etc. For nodes with the index starting from 11 to 100, they 
are randomly assigned to each group such that every group has 10 nodes. Nodes in 
the same group are placed in a smaller square area randomly. These smaller 
squares are, again, located randomly in the simulation platform with the restriction 
that no part of any square could be outside the platform. The smaller square has 
the dimension ranging from 10 units x 10 units to 50 units x 50 units, and this 
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dimension measurement is called the group size in the simulations. 
Figure 4.2 shows the comparison of the CRA and the Bellman-Ford Algorithm 
in the number of messages used in the pre-routing process when the group size is 
increasing. It should be obvious that no matter how large the group size is the 
performance of the CRA is better than that of the Bellman-Ford Algorithm. The 
curve for the CRA rises up and then falls down when the group size increases. It is 
because when the group size is small, cliques are less likely to form across groups, 
and thus less number of nodes is remained in the later steps of the algorithm. The 
number of messages is hence low. When the group size increases, till half of the 
platform area, the nodes tend to stay in the middle of the platform area as the small 
square of the group cannot lie outside the platform. Because of this rise in density 
of nodes in the middle of the platform, more cliques are formed, and the number of 
messages increases. After the half platform size, the density of the nodes in the 
middle of the platform decreases again. When the group size is equal to 50 units x 
50 units, it is equivalent to the case of random distribution. Thus, the number of 
messages decreases on this section. The dropping of the number of messages in 
the Bellman-Ford Algorithm is due to the fact when the group size increases, the 
average distance of any distinct pairs of nodes decreases. Thus, the time needed 
for every node to have the target set equal to the whole vertex set reduces, and less 
number of messages is required. 
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4.2.2 On-routing Cost 
Similar to the pre-routing cost, the number of messages consumed in the actual 
forwarding process is the metric we used to measure the on-routing cost in this 
section. 
Table 4.2 shows the comparison of the algorithms in the on-routing part. The 
simulations are performed in a platform with size equals to 50 units x 50 units where 
the nodes are randomly distributed. The result obtained is the average of the 
number of messages consumed in 30 randomly selected distinct pairs of source 
nodes and destination nodes. Two different versions for the flooding method are 
implemented. The first one represents the broadcast in a wireless environment 
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where, for each forward request, only 1 message is needed to forward to all 
neighbors. The second one is a wired scenario where the number of messages 
required in the broadcast is equal to the number of connections minus one. From 
the table, it should be clear that the Bellman-Ford Algorithm performs best in this 
area. It is because the length of the paths generated by the algorithm is always the 
shortest one. Compared with flooding methods, the performance of the CRA is 
overwhelming. Actually, the number of messages consumed by the CRA is just 
around double of that of the Bellman-Ford Algorithm. This slight increase comes 
from the limited flooding performed by the default route setting in the CRA. 
Table 4.2 
Algorithm Average number of messages 
CRA 7.25619 
Bellman-Ford Algorithm 3.707619 
Flooding (wireless) 98.70952 
Flooding (wired) 589.1956 
4.2.3 Reliability 
Figure 4.3 shows the comparison of the reliability of the CRA and the Bellman-Ford 
Algorithm when the number of moving nodes is increasing from 10 to 70. In these 
simulations, the platform area is again 50 units x 50 units and the nodes are 
randomly distributed. Firstly, the two algorithms are separately applied to all the 
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nodes to construct the routing tables. Then, a random set of nodes is chosen. The 
size of this set is ranging from 10 to 70 in different simulation cases. Next, the 
nodes in the chosen set start to move in a random direction with a fixed step size 
equals to 2 units. When they move, the original neighboring relationships may be 
broken, and some of routes constructed by the routing tables may be unavailable. 
The reliability measure is equal to the probability of finding a successful route in the 
original routing table after the movement of the nodes. From the simulations, it 
should be obvious that the CRA performs better than the Bellman-Ford Algorithm 
when the movement does exist and no matter how large the movement is. It is 
because the use of default routes in the CRA provides more than one single paths to 
forward the communications. When some of links are unavailable, some extra and 
backup paths can still be provided to ensure a successful route in the CRA. 
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4.3 Short Conclusions 
To conclude, a series of simulations has been carried out in this chapter compare the 
performance of the CRA, the Bellman-Ford Algorithm and the flooding method in 
varying network conditions. The results of CRA are overwhelming. It shows the 
best performance in the comparisons of the pre-routing cost and the reliability of the 
algorithms. It is just slightly worse than the Bellman-Ford Algorithm in the 
on-routing part but it is still far better than the flooding method. This slightly 
worse in the on-routing part, actually, is the compensation for the great improvement 




Routing is always an important aspect of communications networks. A routing 
algorithm tells the devices how to forward messages to other devices in the network 
such that the connections between source devices and destination devices can be 
established through a series of intermediate devices. Traditionally, the 
Bellman-Ford Algorithm and the Dijkstra's Algorithm have been suggested to solve 
this routing problem witli a minimal computational complexity and in a distributed 
way for a stable network. For the term stable, we mean the network seldom 
changes its topology. No device joins or leaves the network for a relatively long 
period of time. The cables connecting them are often fixed too. Hence, the 
neighboring relationships of the devices are rather stable. Good performance can 
be provided by these algorithms with the above stable assumptions. 
However, this stable characteristic is not always a norm for nowadays scenario. 
Hand-held devices are popular in today applications. The devices may move 
which change their physical positions and break the original neighboring 
relationships. Worse still, the channels they employed may be wireless in nature. 
Thus, this kind of network can no more be labeled as stable. Now, it is the time of 
ad hoc networking. By definition, ad hoc network has a time-varying topology in 
which the devices may join or leave in an arbitrary time with or without notification. 
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There may be no infrastructure for the network and the channel for communications 
may be fragile and less reliable in nature. This, as a whole, makes a challenge for 
the routing tasks to be performed effectively. 
When the ad hoc network is relatively stable, one may still try to use the 
classical proactive routing approaches for the routing tasks. On the other hand, 
when the ad hoc network changes its topology frequently, the effort for the 
construction of routing tables in the proactive method is worthless. The only 
possible solution now is the flooding method which uses broadcast to establish the 
paths between devices. There exists a wide gap in between these two extreme 
cases of ad hoc network, and this is the goal of this thesis. 
In Chapter 2，a general class of routing algorithm is proposed which is a 
generalization of the Bellman-Ford Algorithm (a proactive technique) and the 
flooding method (a reactive technique). This is called the General Routing 
Algorithm (GRA). The GRA defines a set of routing algorithms in which their 
routing tables are constructed due to the exchanges of distance-vector as in the 
classical Bellman-Ford Algorithm. The key concepts of the GRA are on the 
selection of a sub-network for the next step of exchanges of distance-vector after 
each step of exchanges, to design the default route for each device when no 
information is available in the routing table for a destination device, and to define a 
stopping condition for the algorithm to terminate. A set of conditions called the 
Routable Condition is also given such that when a GRA with a specific stopping 
condition satisfies these conditions, for every distinct pair of devices, one can surely 
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establish path to forward messages to the other through the routing tables 
constructed by the algorithm. 
However, the Routable Condition is just enough to tell how to make a GRA 
routable but it gives no knowledge of how to select the sub-network and how to 
design the default route for a GRA to survive in different ad hoc network 
environments. In Chapter 3, a specified GRA is given which is called the Clique 
Routing Algorithm (CRA). The CRA is derived from the Clique Process which is a 
mathematical function for converting a large graph to a smaller one. It can serve as 
a good guideline for the selection of the sub-network in a GRA. Being an 
advantage of a routing algorithm, the decentralization of the Clique Process has also 
been proven in this chapter. Some different parameters for the setting of a CRA 
have been listed to allow the algorithm to adapt in different ad hoc network 
environment too. 
In Chapter 4, a series of simulations has been given to compare the 
performance of the CRA, the Bellman-Ford Algorithm and the flooding method in 
varying network conditions. The comparisons are on the pre-routing cost, the 
on-routing cost and the reliability of the algorithms, and the results of CRA are 
promising. The CRA shows the best performance in the competitions of the 
pre-routing cost and the reliability of the algorithm. It is just slightly worse than 
the Bellman-Ford Algorithm in the on-routing part but it is still far better than the 
flooding method. This slightly worse in the on-routing part, actually, is the 
compensation for the great improvement in the reliability of the algorithm. 
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To conclude, the CRA sounds a good choice as a routing algorithm in ad hoc 
networks. The simulation results show that it is the best algorithm in different 
network situations. Also, different parameters' setting have been listed for the 
CRA to suit different ad hoc network environments. Considering the future 
research direction, the use of mobility index in the setting of the CRA should be a 
good candidate as it can provide an even more stable hierarchy for the routing 
structure, and thus, improve the reliability of the algorithm. 
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